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e l l a  vos
 “Ella Vos set our world on fire 

with her blazing indie anthems.”

[Of “You Don’t Know  
About Me”] “…one of the most 

highly charged sociopolitical 
songs of the year”

“The Los Angeles-based 
electronic pop performer  

Ella Vos uses personal 
narratives to relay ideas  

with political bent.” 

“Ella Vos is making feminist pop 
music the world needs to hear.”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Reid Kutrow or Nicole Hajjar at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, reid.kutrow@sacksco.com or nicole.hajjar@sacksco.com.

“The L.A.-based pop singer 
makes the type of music that 

gives you chills, and if you 
pay close enough attention to 
the lyrics, you’ll notice some 

incredibly powerful messages 
being delivered.”

“With a unique voice and  
strong songwriting, Vos puts  

an entirely original work forward 
that demonstrates she has 

earned her place in the  
music industry.”

“New mother, 
fierce feminist and 

mesmerizing vocalist”

“What makes [Words 
I Never Said] work so 

well, is that the political, 
and everything else, is 

always personal.”

The LA-based songwriter and 
vocalist delivers sing-along 

lyrics of tremendous depth.”



For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Reid Kutrow or Nicole Hajjar at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, reid.kutrow@sacksco.com or nicole.hajjar@sacksco.com.

“She’s risen quickly, and  
she’s risen to the top, but 

that’s all a result of her 
message and artist identity.”

“Vos’ music sounds like 
heartfelt, organic, hand-crafted 

tunes that just so happen 
to have hooks that reel you 
in—and lyrics that keep you 
engaged until the very end.” 

“Highly infectious”

“Emotive & electric 
atmospheres”

“The eleven tracks on her  
debut album, Worlds I Never 

Said, reveal the different stages 
of her life. Frosted with airy pop 
melodies, the Los Angeles artist 

chooses her words wisely as  
she tackles intimate topics 

including family, motherhood 
and societal judgement.” 

“Words I Never Said is  
filled with heartfelt and  

inspiring tunes.”

“Her debut album,  
Words I Never Said, is a 

candidly direct account of  
her experiences, as well  

as a beautiful array of 
 intricate pop beats.”

“Exploring subjects like new 
motherhood, postpartum 

depression, feminism and love 
in her signature smooth sound, 
Ella Vos is the indie pop artist 

we’ve all been waiting for.”

“Ella Vos’ dreamy Words I 
Never Said will captivate you 

with its pretty background and 
crisp production.”

“Ella is well on her  
way to becoming a  
household name.”

“Empowering”

“Ella Vos is the kind of artist 
whose songs, if stripped 

of their infectious melodies 
and bouncy bass, would 

be considered poetry. Ella’s 
lyrics convey personal stories 
that are universally relatable, 
but still written in a language 

that is singular to her own 
experiences.”
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“From front to back, Words 
I Never Said is packed with 

empowering jams about 
finding your voice and living 

authentically.”


